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Reneé Rapp - I do

                            tom:
                Bb

            [Primeira Parte]

Bb
   I leave a key in my mailbox just for you
   Eb
So you don't call when you're coming over, you just do
   Bb
We fall asleep on the couch, I refuse to move
                Eb
'Cause it's the only time that I'm ever sleeping next to you

[Pré-Refrão]

                 D              Gm
And then you get comfortable on my shoulder
                 Eb                           Ebm
I thank my lucky stars, but, it's tearing me apart, 'cause
                      Bb
You don't see us like I do

[Refrão]

You don't see us from my view
                             Eb
It's like we're both looking up, and I'm under a storm

And you're seeing skyblue
                     Gm
When we're saying, I love you

I mean it different than you do
                   Eb
Terrified I always will, even after the day
            Ebm
You look at somebody else and you say, I do

[Segunda Parte]

            Bb
When you go on and on about things that you believe
      Eb
Yeah, that's the closest to God that I will ever be
Gm
We don't need to talk, our eyes can speak
  Eb
I only need one sign to match your energy

[Pré-Refrão]

             D              Gm
And everyone knows it's us against the world
                 Eb                           Ebm
I thank my lucky stars, but, it's tearing me apart, 'cause
                      Bb
You don't see us like I do

[Refrão]

You don't see us from my view
                             Eb
It's like we're both looking up, and I'm under a storm

And you're seeing skyblue
                     Gm
When we're saying, I love you

I mean it different than you do
                   Eb
Terrified I always will evÐµn after the day
            Ebm                           Bb
You look at somebody Ðµlse and you say, I do

[Ponte]

     D  Gm
I do, I do, I
            Eb
You look at somebody else and you say
     Bb
I'll love you 'til there's no blood left in my heart
D       Gm
 She'll look back at you, say, Til death do us part
Eb                          Bb
  But she won't see it like I do

[Final]

She won't see it from my view
                             Eb
It's like we're both looking up, and I'm under a storm

And you're seeing skyblue
                     Gm
When we're saying, I love you
                         F
I mean it different than you do
                   Eb
Terrified I always will, even after the day
            Ebm
You look at somebody else and you say, I do

Acordes


